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Abstract

Understanding how the surrounding environment
changes is crucial for performing downstream tasks safely
and reliably in autonomous driving applications. Recent
occupancy estimation techniques using only camera images
as input can provide dense occupancy representations
of large-scale scenes based on the current observation.
However, they are mostly limited to representing the
current 3D space and do not consider the future state
of surrounding objects along the time axis. To extend
camera-only occupancy estimation into spatiotemporal
prediction, we propose Cam4DOcc, a new benchmark
for camera-only 4D occupancy forecasting, evaluating
the surrounding scene changes in a near future. We
build our benchmark based on multiple publicly available
datasets, including nuScenes, nuScenes-Occupancy, and
Lyft-Level5, which provides sequential occupancy states
of general movable and static objects, as well as their 3D
backward centripetal flow. To establish this benchmark
for future research with comprehensive comparisons, we
introduce four baseline types from diverse camera-based
perception and prediction implementations, including a
static-world occupancy model, voxelization of point cloud
prediction, 2D-3D instance-based prediction, and our
proposed novel end-to-end 4D occupancy forecasting net-
work. Furthermore, the standardized evaluation protocol
for preset multiple tasks is also provided to compare the
performance of all the proposed baselines on present and
future occupancy estimation with respect to objects of
interest in autonomous driving scenarios. The dataset and
our implementation of all four baselines in the proposed
Cam4DOcc benchmark are released as open source at
https://github.com/haomo-ai/Cam4DOcc.
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Figure 1. Cam4DOcc focuses on providing a novel dataset format,
creating baselines modified from off-the-shelf camera-based per-
ception and prediction approaches, and proposing a standardized
evaluation protocol for the 4D occupancy forecasting task.

1. Introduction

Accurately perceiving the status of objects in surrounding
environments using cameras is important for autonomous
vehicles or robots to make reasonable downstream plan-
ning and action decisions. Traditional camera-based per-
ception methods for object detection [30, 37, 44, 51], se-
mantic segmentation [5, 24, 31, 49], and panoptic segmen-
tation [9, 16, 27, 43] focus on predefined specific object
categories, making them less effective at recognizing un-
common objects. To tackle this limitation, a shift towards
camera-based occupancy estimation [17, 29, 41, 45, 47] has
emerged by estimating the spatial occupancy states over
classifying specific objects. It reduces the complexity of
multi-class classification tasks and emphasizes general oc-
cupied state estimation, enhancing the reliability and adapt-
ability of autonomous mobile systems.

Despite the increasing attention to camera-based occu-
pancy estimation, existing methods only estimate the cur-
rent and past occupancy status. However, advanced col-
lision avoidance and trajectory optimization methods em-
ployed by autonomous vehicles [10, 11, 39] require the
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ability to forecast future environmental conditions to en-
sure the safety and reliability of driving. Some seman-
tic/instance prediction algorithms [14, 15, 25, 34, 48] have
been proposed to forecast the motion of objects of interest,
but they are mostly limited to 2D bird’s eye view (BEV)
format and can only recognize specific objects, mainly in
the vehicle category. As to existing occupancy forecast-
ing algorithms [19, 20, 42] without considering semantics,
they need LiDAR point clouds as necessary prior infor-
mation to perceive the surrounding spatial structure, while
LiDAR-based solutions are more resource-intensive and ex-
pensive than the camera counterparts. It is natural to an-
ticipate the next significant challenge in autonomous driv-
ing will be camera-only 4D occupancy forecasting. This
task aims to not only extend temporal occupancy predic-
tion with camera images as input but also broaden seman-
tic/instance prediction beyond BEV format and predefined
categories. To this end, we propose Cam4DOcc as shown
in Fig. 1, the first camera-only 4D occupancy forecasting
benchmark comprising the new format of dataset, various
types of baselines, and standardized evaluation protocol, to
facilitate the advancements in this emerging domain. In
this benchmark, we construct a dataset by extracting con-
tinuous occupancy changes along the time axis from the
original nuScenes [2], nuScenes-Occupancy [45], and Lyft-
Level5 [18]. This dataset includes sequential semantic and
instance annotations and 3D backward centripetal flow in-
dicating the motion of occupancy grids. Furthermore, to
achieve camera-based 4D occupancy forecasting, we intro-
duce four baseline methods, including a static-world occu-
pancy model, voxelization of point cloud prediction, 2D-3D
instance-based prediction, and an end-to-end 4D occupancy
forecasting network. Finally, we evaluate the performance
of these baseline methods for both present and future occu-
pancy estimation using a proposed standardized protocol.

The main contributions of this paper are fourfold: (1) We
propose Cam4DOcc, the first benchmark to facilitate future
work on camera-based 4D occupancy forecasting. (2) We
propose a new dataset format for the forecasting task in au-
tonomous driving scenarios by leveraging existing datasets
in the field. (3) We provide four novel baselines for camera-
based 4D occupancy forecasting. Three of them are the ex-
tension of off-the-shelf approaches. Additionally, we intro-
duce a novel end-to-end 4D occupancy forecasting network
that demonstrates strong performance and can serve as a
valuable reference for future research. (4) We introduce a
novel standardized evaluation protocol and conduct com-
prehensive experiments with detailed analysis based on this
protocol with our Cam4DOcc.

2. Related Work

Occupancy prediction. Occupancy prediction/estimation
is a trendy technique to comprehensively estimate the occu-

pancy state of the surrounding environments. It represents
the space with geometric details, significantly enhancing the
expressiveness of complex scenes. MonoScene proposed
by Cao et al. [3] first addresses 3D scene semantic comple-
tion from camera images, but only considers the front-view
voxels. In contrast, Huang et al. [17] replace the Features
Line of Sight Projection of MonoScene with TPVFormer
to enhance the performance of surround-view occupancy
prediction based on cross attention mechanism. UniOcc by
Pan et al. [36] combines voxel-based neural radiance field
(NeRF) with occupancy prediction to implement geometric
and semantic rendering. Wang et al. [45] propose a large-
scale benchmark named OpenOccupancy which establishes
the nuScenes-Occupancy dataset with high-resolution occu-
pancy ground-truth, and further provides several baselines
using different modalities. Tong et al. [41] also propose
an occupancy prediction benchmark OpenOcc and exploit
the occupancy estimated by their OccNet on various tasks,
including semantic scene completion, 3D object detection,
BEV segmentation, and motion planning. More recently,
Occ3D [40] utilizes occlusion reasoning and image-guided
refinement to further improve the annotation quality. Sim-
ilar to OpenOcc, SurroundOcc by Wei et al. [47] also pro-
duces dense occupancy labels and uses spatial attention to
reproject 2D camera features back to the 3D volumes.

Occupancy forecasting. Occupancy forecasting is utilized
to foresee how the surrounding occupancy changes in the
near future beyond the present moment. Existing occu-
pancy forecasting approaches [19, 20, 42] mainly use Li-
DAR point clouds as input to capture the change of sur-
rounding structures. For example, Khurana et al. [20] pro-
pose a differentiable raycasting method to forecast 2D oc-
cupancy states by pose-aligned LiDAR sweeps. More re-
cently, they propose rendering future pseudo LiDAR points
with estimated occupancy [20]. Other Point cloud predic-
tion methods [12, 32, 33, 35] directly forecast the future
laser points, which can be voxelized to future occupancy
estimation. However, they still need sequential LiDAR
point clouds and lose semantic consistency during predic-
tion. In contrast to the above-mentioned LiDAR-based oc-
cupancy forecasting, directly predicting future 3D occu-
pancy with multiple semantic categories using only camera
images in large-scale scenes remains challenging. There-
fore, some camera-only semantic/instance prediction meth-
ods turn to forecast the motion of objects of interest, e.g.,
general vehicle classes on 2D BEV occupancy representa-
tion [1, 15, 25, 50]. For example, FIERY by Hu et al. [15]
directly extracts BEV features from multi-view 2D camera
images and then combines a temporal convolution model
and a recurrent network to estimate future instance distribu-
tions. After that, StretchBEV [1] and BEVerse [50] are pro-
posed for further enhancement on longer time horizons. To-
wards the over-supervision with redundant outputs, Power-
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Figure 2. Overall pipeline of constructing dataset in our Cam4DOcc based on the original nuScenes and nuScenes-Occupancy. The dataset
is reorganized into a novel format that considers both general movable and static categories for the unified 4D occupancy forecasting task.

BEV [25] is recently proposed to improve the forecasting
performance on accuracy and efficiency.

The abovementioned methods cannot directly achieve
the camera-only 4D occupancy forecasting task. In this
work, we propose a novel benchmark on this topic where
several baselines are created by converting the implemen-
tation of the existing state-of-the-art occupancy prediction,
point cloud prediction, and BEV-based semantic/instance
prediction algorithms. In addition, we develop a novel
camera-based 4D occupancy forecasting network that can
simultaneously forecast the future occupancy state of the
general movable and static objects end-to-end. Standard-
ized dataset format and evaluation protocol are also pro-
posed to train and test all the baselines, which can further
support future work in this literature.

3. Cam4DOcc Benchmark

3.1. Task Definition

Given Np past and the current consecutive camera images
I = {It}0t=�Np

as input, 4D occupancy forecasting aims
to output the current occupancy Oc 2 R1⇥H⇥W⇥L and the
future occupancy Of 2 RNf⇥H⇥W⇥L in a short time in-
terval Nf , where H , W , L represent the height, width, and
length of the specific range defined in the present coordinate
system (t = 0). Each voxel of Of has Nf sequential states
S = {St}

Nf

t=1 to represent whether it is free or occupied in
each future timestamp.

Cam4DOcc considers two categories regarding their mo-
tion characteristics, general movable objects (GMO), and
general static objects (GSO), as the semantic labels of oc-
cupied voxel grids. GMO usually have higher dynamic
motion characteristics compared to GSO, thus requiring
more attention during traffic activities for safety reasons.
Accurately estimating the behavior of GMO and predict-
ing their potential motion changes significantly affect the
decision making and motion planning of the ego vehi-

cle. Compared to the previous semantic scene comple-
tion task [6, 17, 23, 38, 41, 45] considering multiple se-
mantic categories, we focus more on investigating the on-
going change of voxel states for movable objects because
we believe that motion characteristics of traffic participants
deserve increased attention in the context of autonomous
driving applications. Compared to the existing seman-
tic/instance prediction task [1, 4, 15, 25, 50], we not only
emphasize the prediction of neighboring foreground objects
but also focus on the occupancy estimation for the back-
ground of surrounding environments towards the require-
ment of more reliable navigation for autonomous vehicles.

3.2. Dataset in New Format

Our Cam4DOcc benchmark introduces a new dataset for-
mat based on original nuScenes [2], nuScenes-Occupancy
[45], and Lyft-Level5. As Fig. 2 illustrates, we first split
the original nuScenes dataset into sequences with the time
length of N = Np +Nf +1. Then sequential semantic and
instance annotations of movable objects are extracted for
each sequence and collected into the GMO class, including
bicycle, bus, car, construction, motorcycle, trailer, truck,
and pedestrian. They are all transformed to the present co-
ordinate system (t = 0). After that, we voxelize the present
3D space and attach semantic/instance labels to the grids of
movable objects using bounding boxes annotation. Notably,
the invalid instance is discarded in this process once: (1) its
visibility is under 40% over the 6 camera images if it is a
newly appeared object in Np historical frames, (2) it first
appears in Nf incoming frames, or (3) it moves beyond the
range (H,W,L) predefined at t = 0. The visibility is quan-
tified by the visible proportion of all pixels of the instance
showing in camera images [2]. The sequential annotations
are exploited to fill in missing intermediate instances based
on constant velocity assumption [8, 25]. The same opera-
tions are also applied to the Lyft-Level5 dataset. The dis-
tribution of instance duration [tin, tout] after the process-
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Figure 3. Four types of baselines are proposed in the Cam4DOcc benchmark from the extension of occupancy prediction, point cloud
prediction, and 2D instance prediction, as well as our end-to-end 4D occupancy forecasting network.

ing mentioned above is presented in supplementary Sec. A.
Lastly, we generate 3D backward centripetal flow using the
instance association in the annotations. Li et al. [25] in-
troduced 2D backward centripetal flow to improve the effi-
ciency of 2D instance prediction. Inspired by that, we calcu-
late 3D backward centripetal flow pointing from the voxel
at time t to its corresponding 3D instance center at t � 1.
We exploit this 3D flow to improve the accuracy of camera-
based 4D occupancy forecasting. More details about the
generation and utilization of 3D flow are further clarified in
Sec. E in supplementary materials.

We aim not only to forecast future positions of GMO
but also to estimate the occupancy state of GSO and free
space necessary for safe navigation. Thus, we further
concatenate the sequential instance annotations from the
original nuScenes with the sequential occupancy annota-
tions transformed to the present frame from nuScenes-
Occupancy. This combination balances safety and precision
for downstream navigation in autonomous driving applica-
tions. GMO labels are borrowed from the bounding box an-
notations of the original nuScenes, which can be regarded
as performing a dilation operation on the movable obstacles.
GSO and free labels are provided by nuScenes-Occupancy
to concentrate on more fine-grained geometric structures of
surrounding large-scale environments.

3.3. Evaluation Protocol

To fully access the camera-only 4D occupancy forecasting
performance, we establish various evaluation tasks and met-
rics with varying levels of complexity in our Cam4DOcc.
Multiple tasks. We introduce four-level occupancy fore-
casting tasks in the standardized evaluation protocol: (1)
Forecasting inflated GMO: the categories of all the oc-
cupancy grids are divided into GMO and others, where
the voxel grids within the instance bounding boxes from
nuScenes and Lyft-Level5 are annotated as GMO. (2) Fore-
casting fine-grained GMO: the categories are also divided
into GMO and others but the annotation of GMO are di-
rectly from voxel-wise labels of nuScenes-Occupancy re-
moving invalid grids introduced in Sec. 3.2. (3) Fore-
casting inflated GMO, fine-grained GSO, and free space:

the categories are divided into GMO from bounding box
annotations, GSO following fine-grained annotations, and
free space. (4) Forecasting fine-grained GMO, fine-grained
GSO, and free space: the categories are divided into GMO
and GSO both following fine-grained annotations, and free
space. Since the Lyft-Level5 dataset lacks occupancy la-
bels, we only conduct the evaluation for the first task on it.
Metrics. For all four tasks, we use intersection over union
(IoU) as the performance metric. We separately evaluate
the current moment (t = 0) occupancy estimation and the
future time (t 2 [1, Nf ]) forecasting by

IoUc(Ôc,Oc) =

P
H,W,L

Ŝc · Sc
P

H,W,L
Ŝc + Sc � Ŝc · Sc

, (1)

IoUf (Ôf ,Of ) =
1
Nf

NfX

t=1

P
H,W,L

Ŝt · St
P

H,W,L
Ŝt + St � Ŝt · St

, (2)

where Ŝt and St represent the estimated and ground-truth
voxel state at timestamp t respectively.

We also provide a singular quantitative indicator to eval-
uate forecasting performance within the whole time horizon
using one value calculated by

˜IoUf (Ôf ,Of ) =
1
Nf

NfX

t=1

1
t

tX

k=1

P
H,W,L

Ŝk · Sk
P

H,W,L
Ŝk + Sk � Ŝk · Sk

.

(3)

IoU of timestamps closer to the current moment contributes
more to the final ˜IoUf . This aligns with the principle that
occupancy predictions at near timestamps are more crucial
for subsequent motion planning and decision making.

3.4. Baselines

We propose four methods as baselines in Cam4DOcc to as-
sist future comparison for the camera-only 4D occupancy
forecasting task as shown in Fig. 3.
Static-world occupancy model. The existing camera-
based occupancy prediction approaches [17, 22, 29, 41, 45,
47] can only estimate the present occupancy grids based
on the current observation. Therefore, one of the most
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Figure 4. System overview of our proposed OCFNet.

straightforward baselines is to assume the environment re-
mains static over a short time interval. Thus, we can use
the present estimated occupancy grids as predictions for all
future time steps based on the static-world hypothesis, as
illustrated in Fig. 3 a.

Voxelization of point cloud prediction. Another type
of baseline can be the occupancy grid voxelization based
on the point clouds forecasting results from existing point
clouds prediction methods [12, 32, 33, 35]. Here, we
use surround-view depth estimation to generate depth maps
across multiple cameras, followed by ray casting to gen-
erate 3D point clouds, which is applied with point cloud
prediction to obtain predicted future pseudo points. Based
on that, we then apply point-based semantic segmenta-
tion [7, 26, 52] to obtain movable and static labels for
each voxel, resulting in the final occupancy predictions (see
Fig. 3 b).

2D-3D instance-based prediction. Many off-the-shelf 2D
BEV-based instance prediction methods [14, 15, 25, 34, 48]
can forecast semantics for a near future with surround-view
camera images. The third type of baseline is to obtain fore-
casted GMO in 3D space by replicating the BEV occupancy
grids along the z-axis to the height of the vehicle, as shown
in Fig. 3 c. It can be seen that this baseline assumes that the
driving surface is flat and all moving objects have the same
height. We do not evaluate this baseline on forecasting GSO
since boosting 2D results by replication is unsuitable for
simulating large-scale backgrounds with much more com-
plex structures compared to GMO.

End-to-end occupancy forecasting network. None of the
above baselines can directly predict the future occupancy
state of 3D space. They all need additional post-processing
based on certain hypotheses to extend and transform the ex-
isting results into 4D occupancy forecasting, inevitably in-
troducing inherent artifacts. To fill this gap, we propose a
novel approach shown in Fig. 3 d to achieve camera-only 4D
occupancy forecasting in an end-to-end manner, introduced
in detail in the next section.

4. End-to-End 4D Occupancy Forecasting

To our best knowledge, no existing camera-only 4D occu-
pancy forecasting baseline is capable of simultaneously pre-
dicting future occupancy and extracting 3D general objects
in an end-to-end fashion. In this paper, we introduce a novel
end-to-end spatio-temporal network dubbed OCFNet, de-
picted in Fig. 4. OCFNet receives sequential past surround-
view camera images to predict the present and future occu-
pancy states. It utilizes the multi-frame feature aggregation
module to extract warped 3D voxel features and the future
state prediction module to forecast future occupancy as well
as 3D backward centripetal flow.

4.1. Multi-Frame Feature Aggregation Module

The multi-frame feature aggregation module takes a se-
quence of past surround-view camera images as input and
employs an image encoder backbone to extract 2D fea-
tures. These 2D features are subsequently lifted and inte-
grated into 3D voxel features by the 2D-3D lifting mod-
ule. All the resulting 3D feature volumes are transformed
to the current coordinate system through the application
of 6-DOF ego-car poses, yielding the aggregated feature
Fp 2 R(Np+1)c⇥h⇥w⇥l. Here, we collapse the time and fea-
ture dimensions into one dimension to implement the fol-
lowing 3D spatiotemporal convolution. Subsequently, we
concatenate it with the 6-DOF relative ego-car poses be-
tween adjacent frames, leading to the motion-aware feature
Fpm 2 R(Np+1)(c+6)⇥h⇥w⇥l.

4.2. Future State Prediction Module

With the motion-aware feature aggregated from sequen-
tial features as input, the future state prediction module
uses two heads to forecast future occupancy as well as the
motion of the grids simultaneously. Firstly, a voxel en-
coder downsamples Fpm to multi-scale features F

i

pm
2

R(Np+1)ci⇥ h

2i
⇥ w

2i
⇥ l

2i , where i = 0, 1, 2, 3. Then, the
prediction module expands the channel dimension of each
F

i

pm
to (Nf +1)ci using stacked 3D residual convolutional

blocks (see Sec. B in supplementary materials), resulting
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in F
i

pf
2 R(Nf+1)ci⇥ h

2i
⇥ w

2i
⇥ l

2i . They are further concate-
nated with the feature upsampled by a voxel decoder, af-
ter which a softmax function is exploited in the occupancy
forecasting head to produce the coarse occupancy feature
F

occ

f
2 R(Nf+1)⇥cls⇥h⇥w⇥l. In the flow prediction head,

an additional 1 ⇥ 1 convolutional layer instead of the soft-
max function is utilized to produce the coarse flow feature
F

flow

f
2 R(Nf+1)⇥3⇥h⇥w⇥l. Lastly, we utilize trilinear in-

terpolation on F
occ

f
and F

flow

f
, and an additional argmax

function on the occupancy state dimension to generate the
final occupancy estimation Ôt 2 R(Nf+1)⇥H⇥W⇥L and
flow-based motion prediction M̂t 2 R(Nf+1)⇥3⇥H⇥W⇥L.
Here, we need to estimate the present and forecast the fu-
ture occupancy with semantics of general objects simulta-
neously according to the evaluation protocol described in
Sec. 3.3. In addition, OCFNet not only forecasts occupancy
but also predicts 3D backward centripetal flow as grid mo-
tion within the space, which can be utilized to achieve in-
stance prediction (see Sec. E in supplementary materials).

4.3. Loss function

We use the cross-entropy loss as the occupancy forecasting
loss Locc and use smooth l1 distance as the flow predic-
tion loss Lflow. The explicit depth loss Ldepth [28] is also
used as the previous work [45] suggests, but here it is only
calculated for supervising the present occupancy (t = 0) to
improve training efficiency and decrease memory consump-
tion. The overall loss for training OCFNet is given by

Lall =
1

Nf + 1

⇣ NfX

t=0

�1Locc(Ôt,Ot) + �2Lflow(M̂t,Mt)
⌘

+ �3Ldepth(D̂0,D0), (4)

where D̂0,D0 are the depth image estimated by the 2D-
3D Lifting module and ground-truth range image projected
from LiDAR data, respectively. �1, �2, and �3 are the
weights to balance the optimization for occupancy forecast-
ing, flow prediction, and depth reconstruction.

5. Experiments on Cam4DOcc

Using the proposed Cam4DOcc benchmark, we evaluate the
occupancy estimation and forecasting performance of the
proposed baselines, including our OCFNet, for four tasks in
autonomous driving scenarios.

5.1. Experimental Setups

Dataset details. Following [25, 45], we use 700 out of 850
scenes with ground-truth annotations in the nuScenes and
nuScenes-Occupancy datasets, and 130 out of 180 scenes
in the Lyft-Level5 for training the proposed baselines and
our OCFNet. The remaining scenes are used for evaluation.
The length N of each sequence in our benchmark is set to

7 (Np = 2 and Nf = 4), which means we use three obser-
vations, including the present one, to forecast occupancy in
four incoming time steps. Because nuScenes is annotated
at 2 Hz while Lyft-Level5 is annotated at 5 Hz, we report
the forecasting performance with different time intervals.
The predefined range of each sequence is set as [-51.2 m,
51.2 m] for x-axis and y-axis, and [-5 m, 3 m] for z-axis.
The voxel resolution is 0.2 m, leading to occupancy grids
with the size of 512 ⇥ 512 ⇥ 40 in the present coordinate
system of each sequence. After the data reorganizing of our
Cam4DOcc benchmark, the number of sequences for train-
ing and test are 23930 and 5119 in nuScenes and nuScenes-
Occupancy, and 15720 and 5880 in Lyft-Level5.

Baseline setups. We choose the state-of-the-art camera-
based approaches as the outset of each baseline proposed in
Sec. 3.4. For the static-world occupancy model, we use the
camera baseline of OpenOccupancy [45] (OpenOccupancy-
C) to estimate the occupancy state of the present frame,
which is then regarded as the prediction of all the future
time steps. For the voxelization of point cloud predic-
tion, we use SurroundDepth [46] to estimate continuous sur-
rounding depth maps, which are then downsampled to gen-
erate pseudo point clouds by ray casting. Based on sequen-
tial pseudo point clouds input, we then use PCPNet [33]
to forecast incoming 3D point clouds, followed by Cylin-
der3D [52] to extract point-level GMO and GSO labels,
and further voxelize the results into occupancy grids (SPC).
For the 2D-3D instance-based prediction, we choose Power-
BEV [25] to forecast occupancy semantics on BEV and then
lift the 2D results to 3D space (PowerBEV-3D). As to our
proposed OCFNet, we directly implement 4D occupancy
forecasting end-to-end. Notably, PowerBEV is trained by
the 2D ground-truth semantics and 2D flow projected to
the BEV plane. Besides, only PowerBEV and OCFNet are
trained with flow annotations from Cam4DOcc simultane-
ously since they both have the flow head. To show that
our proposed OCFNet can generate good forecasted results
even seeing limited training data, we report the performance
of OCFNet only trained on 1

6 training sequences as well as
the performance of the one trained on all training sequences
(OCFNet†). OpenOccupancy-C, PowerBEV, and OCFNet
are trained for 15 epochs using AdamW optimizer [21] with
an initial learning rate 3e-4 and a weight decay of 0.01. Sur-
roundDepth and Cylinder3D used in the point cloud predic-
tion baseline are fine-tuned as their open sources suggest.
PCPNet is firstly pretrained by range loss for 40 epochs us-
ing the same optimizer, but the initial learning rate is set to
1e-3. After that, it is further fine-tuned by Chamfer distance
loss [13] for 10 epochs with a learning rate of 6e-4. All the
networks mentioned above are trained with a batch size of 8
on 8 A100 GPUs. More details about the model parameters
of our OCFNet are provided in supplementary Sec. B.
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5.2. 4D Occupancy Forecasting Assessment

Evaluation on forecasting inflated GMO. Results of the
first task, forecasting inflated GMO on nuScenes and Lyft-
Level5, are presented in Tab. 1. Here, OpenOccupancy-
C, PowerBEV, and OCFNet are trained only with inflated
GMO labels, while PCPNet is trained by holistic point
clouds. As shown, OCFNet and OCFNet† outperform
all other baselines, surpassing the BEV-based method by
12.4% and 13.3% in IoUf and ˜IoUf on nuScenes. On
Lyft-Level5, our OCFNet and OCFNet† consistently out-
performs PowerBEV-3D by 20.8% and 21.8% in IoUf and
˜IoUf . In addition, Fig. 5 shows the results of nuScenes

GMO occupancy forecasted by our OCFNet and CFNet†,
which indicates that OCFNet trained only with limited data
can still capture the motion of GMO occupancy grids rea-
sonably. The visualization on Lyft-Level5 is shown in sup-
plementary Sec. G. The baseline SPC cannot work well for
the present frame and even tends to fail while forecasting
future occupancy state. This is because movable objects are
labeled as the inflated dense voxel grids in this task, while
the voxelization of PCPNet outputs is from sparse point-
level prediction. In addition, the shape of the predicted
objects loses consistency significantly in future time steps.
The performance of OpenOccupancy-C is much better than
that of the point cloud prediction baseline but still has a
weak ability to estimate present occupancy and forecast fu-
ture occupancy compared to PowerEBV-3D and OCFNet.

Evaluation on forecasting fine-grained GMO. We fur-
ther report the occupancy estimation and forecasting per-
formance on fine-grained general movable objects with
nuScenes-Occupancy (the second-level task). In Tab. 2,
we exhibit how the IoU of the forecasted objects changes
once the GMO annotations have fine-grained voxel format

Table 1. Comparison of performance on forecasting inflated GMO

approach nuScenes Lyft-Level5

IoUc IoUf (2 s) ˜IoUf IoUc IoUf (0.8 s) ˜IoUf

OpenOccupancy-C [45] 12.17 11.45 11.74 14.01 13.53 13.71
SPC [33, 46, 52] 1.27 failed failed 1.42 failed failed
PowerBEV-3D [25] 23.08 21.25 21.86 26.19 24.47 25.06

OCFNet (ours) 27.86 23.89 24.77 32.12 29.56 30.53
OCFNet† (ours) 31.30 26.82 27.98 36.41 33.56 34.60

SPC: SurroundDepth [46] + PCPNet [33] + Cylinder3D [52]

rather than the inflated one in the first-level task for train-
ing as well as evaluation. It can be seen that the IoU
of GMO forecasted by all the methods except the point
cloud prediction baseline decreases significantly because it
is rather difficult to predict sophisticated moving 3D struc-
tures using past continuous camera images. In contrast,
SPC presents slightly better performance compared to the
results in Tab. 1 since the ground-truth labels are also fine-
grained and sparser than the counterparts in the first-level
task. However, due to the loss of shape consistency, it still
has the worst performance among the baselines. Besides,
we can also see in Tab. 2 that OCFNet and OCFNet† still
have the best performance. This experiment reveals the rea-
son why Cam4DOcc suggests the inflated labels for GMO
annotation in the occupancy forecasting task: Forecasting
sophisticated future 3D structures of movable objects only
using camera images is very difficult while forecasting in-
flated GMO potentially promotes more reliable and safer
navigation in autonomous driving applications.
Evaluation on forecasting inflated GMO, fine-grained

GSO, and free space. Next, we compare the performance
of different methods on forecasting inflated general mov-
able objects, fine-grained general static objects, and free
space (the third-level task). Here, we do not report the GSO
results from the 2D-3D instance-based prediction since the
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Table 2. Comparison on forecasting fine-grained GMO

approach nuScenes-Occupancy

IoUc IoUf (2 s) ˜IoUf

OpenOccupancy-C [45] 10.82 8.02 8.53
SPC [33, 46, 52] 5.85 1.08 1.12
PowerBEV-3D [25] 5.91 5.25 5.49

OCFNet (ours) 10.15 8.35 8.69
OCFNet† (ours) 11.45 9.68 10.10

Table 3. Comparison of performance on forecasting inflated
GMO, fine-grained GSO, and free space simultaneously

approach IoUc IoUf (2 s) ˜IoUf

GM
O

GS
O

m
ea

n

GM
O

GS
O

m
ea

n

GM
O

OpenOccupancy-C [45] 13.53 16.86 15.20 12.67 17.09 14.88 12.97
SPC [33, 46, 52] 1.27 3.29 2.28 failed 1.40 – failed
PowerBEV-3D [25] 23.08 – – 21.25 – – 21.86

OCFNet (ours) 26.41 16.95 21.68 22.21 17.14 19.68 23.06
OCFNet† (ours) 29.84 17.72 23.78 25.53 17.81 21.67 26.53

Table 4. Comparison of performance on forecasting fine-grained
GMO, fine-grained GSO, and free space simultaneously

approach IoUc IoUf (2 s) ˜IoUf

GM
O

GS
O

m
ea

n

GM
O

GS
O

m
ea

n

GM
O

OpenOccupancy-C [45] 9.62 17.21 13.42 7.41 17.30 12.36 7.86
SPC [33, 46, 52] 5.85 3.29 4.57 1.08 1.40 1.24 1.12
PowerBEV-3D [25] 5.91 – – 5.25 – – 5.49

OCFNet (ours) 9.54 17.30 13.42 8.23 17.32 12.78 8.46
OCFNet† (ours) 11.02 17.79 14.41 9.20 17.83 13.52 9.66

fine-grained 3D structure of static foreground and back-
ground objects cannot be approximately estimated by lift-
ing 2D voxel grids to 3D space. The experimental re-
sults are shown in Tab. 3. SPC remains the worst in this
experiment where the IoU of inflated GMO is consistent
with the results of Tab. 1. OCFNet and OCFNet† outper-
form OpenOccupancy-C significantly in terms of estimat-
ing GMO occupancy in both present moment and future
time steps. It also can be seen that by aggregating fea-
tures of multiple past frames, OCFNet† enhances the perfor-
mance of GSO occupancy estimation of single-frame-based
OpenOccupancy-C by 5.1% and 4.2% on IoUc and IoUf

respectively. For OpenOccupancy-C and our OCFNet, the
IoU values of future GSO slightly increase due to the jitter
of ground truth annotations from nuScenes-Occupancy.
Evaluation on forecasting fine-grained GMO, fine-

grained GSO, and free space. In the fourth-level task, only
OpenOccupancy-C and our OCFNet need to be retrained.
As seen in Tab. 4, OCFNet† remains the best performance
against all the other approaches on forecasting fine-grained
objects of interest. Compared to the results in Tab. 2, the
GMO forecasting performance of OpenOccupancy-C and
our OCFNet drops slightly due to additional artifacts intro-
duced by the fine-grained GSO class.

Table 5. Ablation study on flow prediction head

approach IoUc IoUf
˜IoUf

0.5 s 1.0 s 1.5 s 2.0 s

OCFNet w/o flow 26.84 25.01 24.04 23.38 22.99 23.86
OCFNet 27.86 25.95 24.92 24.33 23.89 24.77

improvement " 3.8% 3.8% 3.7% 4.1% 3.9% 3.8%

5.3. Ablation Study on Multi-Task Learning

We conduct an ablation study on the flow prediction head
to present the enhancement from the multi-task learning
scheme. As Tab. 5 shows, the complete OCFNet enhances
the one without the flow prediction head by around 4% in
both present and future occupancy estimation. The reason
could be that 3D flow guides learning GMO motion in each
time interval, as shown in Sec. D in supplementary materi-
als, and thus helps the model determine the change of occu-
pancy estimation in the next timestamp. With this analysis,
using 3D backward centripetal flow in our Cam4DOcc is
suggested for future end-to-end 4D Occupancy forecasting
models to achieve better forecasting performance.

6. Conclusion

This paper proposes a novel benchmark, Cam4DOcc, for
camera-only 4D occupancy forecasting in autonomous driv-
ing applications. We first establish the devised dataset in
a new format based on several publicly available datasets.
Then the standardized evaluation protocol as well as four
types of baselines are further proposed to provide basic ref-
erence in our Cam4DOcc benchmark. Moreover, we pro-
pose the first camera-based 4D occupancy forecasting net-
work OCFNet to estimate future occupancy states in an end-
to-end manner. Multiple experiments with four different
tasks are conducted based on our Cam4DOcc benchmark
to thoroughly evaluate the proposed baselines as well as our
OCFNet. The experimental results show that OCFNet out-
performs all the baselines and can still produce reasonable
future occupancy even seeing limited training data.
Insights: By comparing four different types of baselines,
we demonstrated that end-to-end spatiotemporal network
could be the most promising research direction for camera-
only occupancy forecasting. Besides, using inflated GMO
annotation and additional 3D backward centripetal flow is
also verified to be beneficial for 4D occupancy forecasting.
Limitation: While our OCFNet has achieved notable re-
sults, camera-only 4D occupancy forecasting remains chal-
lenging, especially for predicting over longer time intervals
with many moving objects. Our Cam4DOcc benchmark
and comprehensive analysis aim to enhance understanding
of the strengths and limitations of current occupancy per-
ception models. We envision this benchmark as a valuable
evaluation tool, and our OCFNet can serve as a foundational
codebase for future research on 4D occupancy forecasting.
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